


Abstract
 The case of training Islamic advocator must be given much 
care from leaders of Islamic advocating work, relative institutions 
and organizations in Africa, for the great importance of this case, 
specially, in this crucial phase of the history of Islamic nation and 
the continent as well, the ugly conditions and the complicated 
situations which Africa had faced through the history and their 
negative impacts which reflect in all aspect of life, they also 
impacted negatively on Islamic advocating, researchers may argue 
about the strength of these negative impacts, yet they agree on their 
existence, as they agree on the important role of Islamic advocators 
to promote the Islamic nation, and how to use its potentials, and how 
to make this nation oriented to its Islamic rules as well, for that it is 
important to train Islamic advocators, and prepare new advocators, 
the importance of Islamic advocators can be represented in its role 
in the community, for the advocator is a scholar who answered 
people whenever they are confused, and he is their Imam in their 
prayers, and he is the one who prays for departed people, and he 
is the one who treated complicated domestic problems in families 
like getting divorced and how to split a estate of a dead person, and 
he is the one who direct people, this is why its role is important 



and also this why he must be trained. It is shocking to know that 
in some Muslim countries around Africa, people buried their dead 
person without praying on his soul, because of their ignorance. Thus 
this study shows the importance of training Islamic advocators in 
Africa, and its obstacles, benefits, and its priorities. To speak about 
Islamic advocators and their desirable roles, more attention must 
be given to rural areas in particular for  knowledge is not available 
as it is in cities.    
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